Activation of the precuneus is related to reduced reaction time in serial reaction time tasks.
Multiple brain areas are activated during serial reaction time (RT) tasks (SRTTs), but the part of the brain that facilitates reductions in RT remains unclear. The present study attempted to determine the brain region contributing most to improved RTs during explicit SRTTs. Subjects comprised 18 healthy volunteers who were instructed to press one of four buttons corresponding to visual stimuli as quickly as possible and with minimal errors during functional MRI. Stimuli were presented either in random order (control condition) or in a repeated six-item sequence (learning condition). Conventional analysis contrasting learning and control conditions revealed activation in the prefrontal-parietal area, which shifted to motor area. Subjects with high RT reduction showed more prominent activation in the precuneus than subjects with low RT reduction. Intra-subject correlation analysis revealed that time course of precuneus activation was unrelated to time-course of RT reduction. However, inter-subject correlation analysis revealed that RT changes correlate only with precuneus activation, meaning that subjects showing more prominent RT reduction revealed more prominent activation of the precuneus, which is known to play critical roles in controlling finger movements with reference to buffered memory.